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Description

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION


BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0002] The present invention relates to a hot-air blower with an electrostatic atomization function.

2. Description of the Related Art

[0003] As a conventional hot-air blower with an electrostatic atomization function, there is a hair dryer, for example. The hair dryer has a structure that an intake port and a discharge port are formed in a housing, and a heater is disposed at a downstream side of an airflow passage that takes in external air from the intake port by a fan and discharges the air from the discharge port, so that the air is heated by the heater and hot air is discharged from the discharge port, and it also has a structure that an ion generator is disposed in an ion flow passage branched from the air flow passage, so that negative ion generated in the ion generator is discharged from an ion discharge port (for example, see Japanese Patent Application Laid-open No. 2002-191426 (pp.3 and Fig. 1)).

[0004] In the hot-air blower with an ion generator, ionic mist that imparts moisture to hair or the like is generated according to adhesion of mist to negative ion generated in the ion generator, where moisture for generating ionic mist is obtained by cooling ambient air around a discharge electrode for generating negative ion down to a temperature of a dew point or less to cause moisture in the air to condense on the discharge electrode.

[0005] Water droplets condensed on the discharge electrode are discharged as ionic mist together with the air introduced into the ion flow passage by applying high voltage between the discharge electrode and an opposite electrode. In this case, however, there is a possibility that, when the whole airflow in the ion flow passage is caused to flow to the discharge electrode, the discharge electrode is heated by the airflow and cooling efficiency for the discharge electrode is lowered, so that generation of nanometer-sized mist becomes unstable.

[0006] Also from Document WO 2005/102101 A1 a fan heater with a housing, a fan, a heater and an electrostatic atomizer is known, while the electrostatic atomizer is provided in the housing and delivers ion mist of nanometer-size to the outside. The electrostatic atomizer comprises a discharge electrode, a counter electrode disposed oppositely to the discharge electrode, a section for cooling the discharge electrode to generate moisture from the ambient air in the vicinity of the discharge electrode, and a section for applying a high voltage between the discharge electrode and the counter electrode to atomize moisture generated in the vicinity of the discharge electrode.

[0007] In view of the above problem, the present invention provides a hot-air blower that can generate nanometer-sized ionic mist more stably when cooling a discharge electrode to generate ionic mist from moisture in the air.

[0008] This problem is solved by a hot-air blower according to claim 1, claims 2 to 4 relate to the specifically advantageous realization of the hot-air blower according to claim 1.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0009] A first aspect of the present invention provides a hot-air blower comprising: a main unit block having a blowing unit that takes external air from the intake port to discharge the same from the discharge port, and a heating unit that heats air at a downstream side of the blowing unit, and an electrostatic atomization block having a discharge electrode and an opposite electrode that are in pairs, a cooling unit that cools the discharge electrode to make water dew condensed, and a radiating unit that radiates heat from the cooling unit, where water held on the discharge electrode is atomized by applying high voltage between the discharge electrode and the opposite electrode, wherein blowing of hot air can be made possible by the main unit block, and generation of ionic mist is made possible by the electrostatic atomization block, and wherein a radiation flow passage facing the radiating unit is branched from a main air flow passage extending from the blowing unit of the main unit block toward the heating unit, and the radiation flow passage is branched to a first branched flow passage passing through the discharge electrode to communicate with outside and a second branched flow passage bypassing the discharge electrode to communicate with the outside, wherein a discharge side of the second branched flow passage communicates with the main air flow passage in the main unit block.

[0010] It is preferable that an air supply adjusting unit that adjusts a direction and a volume of air reaching the discharge electrode is provided in the first branched flow passage.

[0011] It is preferable that the air supply adjusting unit sets an air flow passage reaching the discharge electrode to one direction or a plurality of directions.

[0012] It is preferable that the air supply adjusting unit is a shielding member that partially closes an air flow passage reaching the discharge electrode.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013]
Fig. 1 is a side view of a dryer that is one example of a hot-air blower according to a first embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 2 is a front view of the dryer according to the first embodiment;

Fig. 3 is an enlarged sectional view taken along the line III-III in Fig. 2;

Fig. 4 is an enlarged sectional view of a portion A in Fig. 3; and

Fig. 5 is an enlarged sectional view of relevant parts of a dryer according to a second embodiment of the present invention, in the similar view of Fig. 4.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

(First Embodiment)

[0014] Fig. 1 is a side view of a dryer that is one example of a hot-air blower. Fig. 2 is a front view of the dryer, Fig. 3 is an enlarged sectional view of the dryer taken along the line III-III in Fig. 2, and Fig. 4 is an enlarged sectional view of a portion A in Fig. 3.

[0015] As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, in a dryer 1 as a hot-air blower according to the present embodiment, a grip 3 is foldably attached to a lower portion of a housing 2, an intake port 4 is formed at a rear end portion of the housing 2, and a discharge port 5 is formed at a distal end of the housing 2. A discharge port 6 for ionic mist is also formed at an upper end portion of the housing 2 so as face in the same direction as the discharge port 5.

[0016] As shown in Fig. 3, a main unit block 10, which includes a fan 11 serving as a blowing unit, taking in external air from the intake port 4 to discharge the same from the discharge port 5, and a heater 12 serving as a heating unit, provided at a downstream of the fan 11 to heat the air, is provided inside the housing 2.

[0017] An electrostatic atomization block 20, which includes a discharge electrode 21 and an opposite electrode 22 that are in pairs, a cooling unit 23 that cools the discharge electrode 21 to make water dew condensed on the discharge electrode 21, and a radiating unit 24 that radiates generated heat of the cooling unit 23, where water held on the discharge electrode 21 is atomized by applying high voltage between the discharge electrode 21 and the opposite electrode 22, is provided inside the housing 2.

[0018] The cooling unit 23 is configured, for example, using a cooling element such as a Peltier device and it cools the discharge electrode 21 according to the Peltier effect obtained by current conduction thereto. The radiating unit 24 is configured by radiating fins provided on a radiation face of the cooling unit 23, and it prevents lowering of the cooling effect obtained by the discharge electrode 21 by radiating, by the radiating unit 24, heat quantity generated when the discharge electrode 21 is cooled by the cooling unit 23.

[0019] Water vapor in the air is condensed on a surface of the discharge electrode 21 as water droplets by cooling the discharge electrode 21 by the cooling unit 23 to cool the air around the discharge electrode 21 and lower the temperature of the air down to a dew point temperature or less in this manner.

[0020] At this time, water droplets adhered on the discharge electrode 21 are scattered in the air, accompanying minus charge by applying high voltage between the discharge electrode 21 and the opposite electrode 22 such that the discharge electrode 21 serves a minus electrode and charges concentrate thereon, and nanosized ionic mist of about 3 to 100 nm can be finally generated while the water droplets repeat Rayleigh scattering during drifting in a high electric field.

[0021] Accordingly, hot air can be blown from the discharge port 5 and ionic mist generated in the electrostatic atomization block 20 can be discharged from the discharge port 6 by driving the fan 11 and supplying current to the heater 12.

[0022] In the present embodiment, as also shown in Fig. 4, a radiation flow passage R2 is branched from a main air flow passage R1 extending from the fan 11 in the main unit block 10 toward the heater 12, the electrostatic atomization block 20 is disposed in the radiation flow passage R2, and a section of the radiation flow passage R2 positioned at a downstream side of the radiating unit 24 is branched to a first branched flow passage R4 passing through the discharge electrode 21 to communicate with the outside and a second branched flow passage R5 bypassing the discharge electrode 21 to communicate with the outside.

[0023] The radiating unit 24 is disposed in the radiation flow passage R2 at the most upstream side thereof, and the cooling unit 23, the discharge electrode 21, and the opposite electrode 22 are disposed toward a downstream side of the radiation flow passage R2 in this order thereof. The radiation flow passage R2 communicates with the first and second branched flow passages R4 and R5 via an air flow passage R3 formed around the radiating unit 24.

[0024] An air supply adjusting unit 30 that adjusts a direction and a volume of the air drifting near the discharge electrode 21 is provided in the first branching flow passage R4. The air supply adjusting unit 30 includes a cover portion 32 and it is formed with an opening portion 31, where the air flow passage R3 reaching the discharge electrode 21 is formed to have one direction or a plurality of directions.

[0025] That is, the air flow passage R3 positioned on a lower side of the radiating unit 24 communicates with an opening portion 31 positioned below the discharge electrode 21, so that the air drifting from the opening portion 31 in the first branching flow passage R4 contains ionic mist generated at the discharge electrode 21 to be discharged from the discharge port 6 to the outside. A direction of airflow in the air flow passage R3 is determined by, for example, the shapes of the housing 2, the radiating unit 24, the cover portion 32, and the like, or a
set number, shapes, sizes, positions of the opening portions 31.

[0026] At this time, the cover portion 32 is provided so as to cover the discharge electrode 21 and the opposite electrode 22, and the cover portion 32 is formed such that a side wall 32c thereof surrounds an end plate 32b formed with an opening portion 32a at a portion thereof corresponding to a back side of the opposite electrode 22, so that an opening area of the opening portion 31 is determined between a distal end of the side wall 32c and a proximal end (a downstream side of the air flow passage R3) of the radiating unit 24.

[0027] The cover portion 32 guides airflow from the first branched flow passage R4 toward the opening portion 32a of the end plate 32b such that it can be avoided that the air introduced from the opening portion 31 directly strikes on the discharge electrode 21 as much as possible.

[0028] In the present embodiment, the discharge side of the second branched flow passage R5 communicates with the main air flow passage in the main block 10.

[0029] That is, as shown in Fig. 4, the second branched flow passage R5 is formed to be branched from the first branched flow passage R4 at a distal end of the lower side wall 32c of the cover portion 32 to pass through a clearance 33 between the housing 2 and an outer peripheral wall 12a of the heater 12, and to join the main air flow passage R1 at a terminal end portion of the heater 12.

[0030] With this configuration, according to the dryer 1 of the present embodiment, since the electrostatic atomization block 20 is disposed in the radiation flow passage R2 branched from the main air flow passage R1 extending from the fan 11 toward the heater 12 in the main unit block 10, the air around the discharge electrode 21 in the electrostatic atomization block 20 is always ventilated, so that water droplets condensed on the discharge electrode 21 by the cooling unit 23 can be easily generated.

[0031] Since the section of the radiation flow passage R2 positioned at the downstream side of the radiating unit 24 is branched into the first branched flow passage R4 passing through the discharge electrode 21 to communicate with the outside and the second branched flow passage R5 bypassing the discharge electrode 21 to communicate with the outside, portion of airflow in the discharge flow passage R2 flows in the second branched flow passage R5, so that a volume of the air striking on the discharge electrode 21 through the first branched flow passage R4 can be reduced, and a generation capacity of the discharge electrode 21 for generating nanometer-sized mist can be prevented from lowering due to heating of the discharge electrode 21.

[0032] Furthermore, since the air supply adjusting unit 30 is provided in the first branched flow passage R4, a direction and a volume of the air reaching the discharge electrode 21 can be adjusted by the air supply adjusting unit 30, so that stability of generation of nanometer-sized mist can be improved.

[0033] Further, since the air supply adjusting unit 30 sets the air flow passage R3 reaching the discharge electrode 21 to one direction or a plurality of directions, the influence of the air reaching the discharge electrode 21 can be finely controlled.

[0034] Further, since the discharge side of the second branched flow passage R5 is caused to communicate with the main air flow passage R1 in the main unit block 10, the air thermally influenced by the radiating unit 24 can be discharged efficiently without keeping the same around the electrostatic atomization block 20, so that the discharge electrode 21 can be cooled efficiently.

(Second Embodiment)

[0035] Fig. 5 is an enlarged sectional view of relevant parts of a dryer according to a second embodiment, in the similar view of Fig. 4. The dryer according to this embodiment has constituent elements identical to those of the dryer according to the first embodiment. Therefore, these identical constituent elements are denoted with like reference numerals, and redundant explanations therefor will be omitted.

[0036] As shown in Fig. 5, a dryer 1A according to the present embodiment has a configuration basically identical to the dryer 1 of the first embodiment, where the electrostatic atomization block 20 is disposed in the radiation flow passage R2 branched from the main air flow passage R1, a section of the radiation flow passage R2 positioned at the downstream side of the electrostatic atomization block 20 is branched to the first branched flow passage R4 and the second branched flow passage R5, and an air supply adjusting unit 30A that adjusts a direction and a volume of the air reaching the discharge electrode 21 is provided in the first branched flow passage R4.

[0037] In the present embodiment, the air supply adjusting unit 30A includes a first shielding member 34 and a second shielding member 34a that partially close the air flow passage R3 reaching the discharge electrode 21.

[0038] That is, the first shielding member 34 is attached so as to elongate a distal end of the lower side wall 32c of the cover member 32, so that an opening area of the opening portion 31 through which the first branched flow passage R4 is introduced can be adjusted by the first shielding member 34.

[0039] The second shielding member 34a closes a clearance 35 between an upper portion of the radiating unit 24 and the housing 2 that surrounds the radiating unit 24 and defines the radiation flow passage R2 to restrict the air striking on the discharge electrode 21 to the air flowing through the first branching flow passage R4 extending from the lower opening portion 31. It is desirable that the second shielding member 34a is made from elastic material such as felt.

[0040] According to the dryer 1A of the present embodiment, therefore, the direction and the volume of the
Claims

1. A hot-air blower comprising:

- a main unit block (10) having a blowing unit (11) that takes external air from the intake port (4) to discharge the same from the discharge port (5), and a heating unit (12) that heats air at a downstream side of the blowing unit (11); and
- an electrostatic atomization block (20) having a discharge electrode (21) and an opposite electrode (22) that are in pairs, a cooling unit (23) that cools the discharge electrode (21) to make water dew condensed, and a radiating unit (24) that radiates heat from the cooling unit (23), where water held on the discharge electrode (21) is atomized by applying high voltage between the discharge electrode (21) and the opposite electrode (22), wherein blowing of hot air can be made possible by the main unit block (10), and generation of ionic mist is made possible by the electrostatic atomization block (20), and wherein a radiation flow passage (R2) facing the radiating unit (24) is branched from a main air flow passage (R1) extending from the blowing unit (11) of the main unit block (10) toward the heating unit (12), and the radiation flow passage (R2) is branched to a first branched flow passage (R4) passing through the discharge electrode (21) to communicate with outside and a second branched flow passage (R5) bypassing the discharge electrode (21) to communicate with the outside,

wherein a discharge side of the second branched flow passage (R5) communicates with the main air flow passage (R1) in the main unit block (10).

2. The hot-air blower according to claim 1, wherein an air supply adjusting unit (30, 30A) that adjusts a direction and a volume of air reaching the discharge electrode (21) is provided in the first branched flow passage (R4).

3. The hot-air blower according to claim 2, wherein the air supply adjusting unit (30, 30A) sets an air flow passage reaching the discharge electrode (21) to one direction or a plurality of directions.

4. The hot-air blower according to claim 2, wherein the air supply adjusting unit (30, 30A) is a shielding member (34, 34a) that partially closes an air flow passage (R5) bypassing the discharge electrode (21).

Patentansprüche

1. Heißluftgebläse, welches umfasst:

- einen Hauptblock (10) mit einer Gebläseeinheit (11), welche Umgebungsluft von der Einlassöffnung (4) zum Abgeben derselben über die Abgaböffnung (5) fördert, und mit einer Heizeinheit (12), welche Luft auf einer strömungsabwärts gelegenen Seite der Gebläseeinheit (11) erwärmt; und
- einen elektrostatischen Zerstäubungsblock (20) mit einer Entladungselektrode (21) und einer Gegenelektrode (22), welche paarweise angeordnet sind, mit einer Kühleinheit (23), welche die Entladungselektrode (21) zum Kondensieren von Wasser kühlt, und mit einer Strahlungseinheit (24), welche Wärme von der Kühleinheit (23) abstrahlt, wobei Wasser, welches auf der Entladungselektrode (21) vorhanden ist, durch Anlegen hoher Spannung zwischen der Abgabeelektrode (21) und der Gegenelektrode (22) zerstäubt wird, wobei Blasen heisser Luft durch den Hauptblock (10) ermöglicht wird und Erzeugen ionisierten Dampfes durch den elektrostatischen Zerstäubungsblock (20) ermöglicht wird und

wobei ein Strahlungsströmungsweg (R2), welcher in Richtung der Strahlungseinheit (24) weist, von einem Hauptluftströmungsweg (R1) abgezweigt ist, welcher sich von der Gebläseeinheit (11) des Hauptblocks (10) in Richtung der Heizeinheit (12) er-
streckt, und wobei sich der Strahlungsströmungsweg (R2) in einen ersten abgezweigten Strömungsweg (R4), welcher durch die Entladungselektrode (21) läuft, um mit der Umgebung in Fluidverbindung zu stehen, und in einen zweiten abgezweigten Strömungsweg (R5) verzweigt, welcher die Entladungselektrode (21) umgeht, um mit der Umgebung in Fluidkommunikation zu stehen, wobei eine Abgabeseite des zweiten abgezweigten Strömungsweges (R5) mit dem Hauptluftströmungsweg (R1) in dem Hauptblock (10) in Fluidverbindung steht.

2. Heißluftgebläse nach Anspruch 1, wobei in dem ersten abgezweigten Strömungsweg (R4) ein Luftzuführregler (30, 30A) vorgesehen ist, welcher eine Richtung und ein Volumen von die Entladungselektrode (21) erreichender Luft regelt.

3. Heißluftgebläse nach Anspruch 2, wobei der Luftzuführregler (30, 30A) einen Luftströmungsweg, der die Entladungselektrode (21) erreicht, auf eine Richtung oder eine Vielzahl von Richtungen einstellt.

4. Heißluftgebläse nach Anspruch 2, wobei der Luftzuführregler (30, 30A) ein Schutzelement (34, 34a) ist, welches einen Luftströmungsweg, der die Entladungselektrode (21) erreicht, teilweise schließt.

Revendications

1. Souffleur d’air chaud comprenant:

un bloc d’unité principal (10) ayant une unité de soufflage (11) qui prend de l’air externe à partir de l’orifice d’admission (4) pour le décharger de l’orifice de refoulement (5), et une unité de chauffage (12) qui chauffe de l’air à un côté en aval de l’unité de soufflage (11); et un bloc de pulvérisation électrostatique (20) ayant une électrode de décharge (21) et une électrode opposée (22) qui sont en paires, une unité de refroidissement (23) qui refroidit l’électrode de décharge (21) pour condenser une rosée d’eau, et une unité de rayonnement (24) qui rayonne de la chaleur à partir de l’unité de refroidissement (23), où l’eau maintenue sur l’électrode de décharge (21) est pulvérisée en appliquant une haute tension entre l’électrode de décharge (21) et l’électrode opposée (22), où le soufflage d’air chaud peut être autorisé par le bloc d’unité principal (10), et une génération d’une brume ionique est autorisée par le bloc de pulvérisation électrostatique (20), et où un pas-
sage de flux de rayonnement (R2) faisant face à l’unité de rayonnement (24) est branché à partir d’un passage d’écoulement d’air principal (R1) s’étendant à partir de l’unité de soufflage (11) du bloc d’unité principal (10) vers l’unité de chauffage (12), et le passage de flux de rayonnement (R2) est branché à un premier passage d’écoulement branché (R4) passant à travers l’électrode de décharge (21) pour communiquer avec l’extérieur et un deuxième passage d’écoulement branché (R5) dérivant l’électrode de décharge (21) pour communiquer avec l’extérieur, où un côté de décharge du deuxième passage d’écoulement branché (R5) communique avec le passage d’écoulement d’air principal (R1) dans le bloc d’unité principal (10).

2. Souffleur d’air chaud selon la revendication 1, dans lequel

une unité d’ajustement d’alimentation en air (30, 30A) qui ajuste une direction et un volume d’air atteignant l’électrode de décharge (21) est pourvue dans le premier passage d’écoulement branché (R4).

3. Souffleur d’air chaud selon la revendication 2, dans lequel

l’unité d’ajustement d’alimentation en air (30, 30A) établit un passage d’écoulement d’air atteignant l’électrode de décharge (21) à une direction ou une pluralité de directions.

4. Souffleur d’air chaud selon la revendication 2, dans lequel

l’unité d’ajustement d’alimentation en air (30, 30A) est un organe de protection (34, 34a) qui ferme partiellement un passage d’écoulement d’air atteignant l’électrode de décharge (21).
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